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1249 Osceola Drive
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Originally calling Northern California home, Mitch and Susan Hodge were quickly
attracted to this whimsical Oriental Revival Craftsman bungalow when relocating to Fort
Myers. They realized not too long after moving into the house how many others also shared
an appreciation for the home simply by seeing the number of passersby photographing the
unique treasure.
Though bungalow architecture arrived on the eastern shores of America as the trend for
late-nineteenth century vacation homes, its place of notable prominence and permanence
was in early twentieth-century California. The blurred lines between indoor and outdoor
space was well suited to the state’s year-round warm weather, and the low-profile style
blended into the hilly landscape. Utilizing both spaces also provided more living area in
a relatively small footprint. Thus, a comfortable home could be built at an affordable cost
for the working family. Southwest Florida, which shared some similarities to California’s
climatic conditions, also saw a short period of rise in interest with the Craftsman bungalow,
which is well demonstrated in the city’s historic Dean Park neighborhood.
This Riverside Subdivision bungalow has proven to be well suited for the Florida

lifestyle the Hodges anticipated. The basic house form
is characterized by the low-pitched, multigabled facade
sitting elegantly behind the front porch. An exaggerated
wide front door, centered between two tapered supporting columns, anchors the entry. The brick massing of
the first floor emphasizes the horizontal nature of the
style.
Repetitive gables on the main section blend with the
porch. The flanking three-part windows consisting of a
larger fixed panel and smaller, operable units, as well as
the exposed wooden elements, reinforce the Craftsman
influence. Far Eastern influence is principally revealed in
the upswept rafter-end detail. The design is also used in
the gabled peaks, decorative brackets, and fascia boards.
The tapered open-frame porch columns also repeat this
pattern.
The side-gabled main section and rise of the narrower
stuccoed second story identifies the home even more
specifically as an airplane bungalow. The fascination with
modern air travel inspired the name. The “cockpit” situated above the “wings” formed by the lower roofline provided a place for panoramic viewing of the neighborhood.
Although examples of the Craftsman and Oriental
mix exist throughout the country, it is uncertain why
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the original owner, Thomas Burdette, chose this blend.
The selection is particularly odd at a time when Spanish
or Mediterranean Revival influenced homes were highly
desired. Especially since by the 1920s the Craftsman trend
was losing popularity in Fort Myers.
One can assume Burdette wanted a home suited to
the Florida climate, a hallmark of the Craftsman bungalow. Perhaps he wanted to add a bit of whimsy with
the Oriental touches in a developing neighborhood of
more traditional Georgian and Colonial Revival–styled
homes. Nonetheless, he was visibly making a distinctive
statement.
The floor plan defines an appropriate residence for the
neighborhood. The main house is roughly 3,200 square
feet, with three bedrooms and four bathrooms, living
room, dining room, and kitchen. This size alone supports
the stately vision that was desired for the Riverside Subdivision, and would appeal to an affluent growing family.
A typical rear detached two-car garage with apartment
above adds two additional bedrooms and a bathroom for
family or guests. In later years, this feature was connected to the main home for more efficient use of both
spaces.
Today, the presence of the intact original windows—
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opposite:
The “cockpit” soars
above the “wings.”
Photograph courtesy
of Andrew West.
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particularly the oversize ground floor windows mirrored
by an additional expanse of windows on the second
floor—offer a heightened level of detail and interest in
the exterior design. This conjures images of bright rays of
sunlight shining through, reflecting off dark hardwood
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A rear garage and
apartment situated
behind the primary
home duplicates the
Oriental design.
Photograph courtesy
of Andrew West.
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floors. It is easy to imagine a family relaxing with windows open on a breezy spring afternoon. Whatever the
reasons for the original owner’s stylistic choice, this
home’s design continues to provide a wonderful sense of
character on Osceola Drive.
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